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This final report includes a compilation of the yearly progress report, with some introductory

comments, which are given here. This grant began with one mission - the exploration of the

newly proposed blowout regime of the plasma wakefield accelerator. It was expanded upon the

PI’s receipt of an OJI grant, which covered advanced photomjector technology for linear collider

applications. Both of these activities were centered at Chicago area labs, Argonne and Fermilab.

The efforts in these projects dove-tailed considerably, as what was learned in the investigation of

high brightness beam production, compression and diagnosis could be applied to improving the

plasma wakefield experiments. Also judged on their own merits, the two tasks undertaken in this

grant were very successful: the plasma wakefield experiment, while entailing a long struggle

with beam quality at the Argonne Wakefield Accelerator, produced several ground-breaking

results in the physics of the blowout regime (see publications list below); the photoinjector

research and development produced breakthroughs in theoretical, computational and experimental

methods in high brightness beam physics which have come to dominate the outside world’s

view of the UCLA program.

As the experience gained on this grant was extremely valuable to the on-campus program

at UCLA, the PI has merged his program with that of Prof. C. Pellegrini, and now leads the

photoinjector effort in the Neptune lab, a collaboration which also includes Neptune director

Prof. C. Joshi. Many of the techniques in beam production, simulation, and diagnostics have

been imported from this grant’s activities into the Neptune photoinjector program. The Neptune

photoinjector has now been commissioned, with basic beam physics experiments underway, and

will be soon producing physics relevant to the advanced accelerator program in this country:

plasma lens, plasma beatwave, plasma wakefield, and inverse free-electron laser experiments in
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the construction phase. A final synergy between the Chicago-based tasks is now occuring as

well, in that the advanced photoinjector built at FNAL as an outgrowth of the OJI program (and

the TESLA collaboration) is now being used for an exciting demonstration experiment in plasma

wake-fields, where we expect to accelerate particles at a rate of 600 MV/m, which is an order of

magnitude improvement over our AN:-derived results. This experiment was made possible by

the tremendous effort at understanding the production and compression of electron beams during

the TESLA work.

As this program is university-based, one of its most important functions is the training of

graduate students. Four students received their PhDs in this program, and all have remained in

accelerator physics in the national labs. They are listed below, along with their present status and

notable achievements.

II PhD students trained on this grant

Name I Present Position

Gil Travish I Physicist, ANL-APS

INikolai 13arov Post-dot, UCLA/FNAL

Eric Colby
I

Fellow, SLAC

IAaron Tremaine Post-dot, UCLA/BNL

Achievements I

VISA FEL project manager

Publications arising from work supported entirely or partially by this grant are listed on the

following pages.
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Much has been accomplished in the short time since this contract was initiated.

Progresshasbeenmade in bothexperimental and theoretical components of this task: the

details are listed below.

Experimental Progress

As the AWA facility at Argonne is due to be commissioned this winter, we have

spent most of our efforts in trying to rebuild, mo&fy, and characterize the plasma source

which was used for the original plasma wake-field experiments. This last summer, the

PI and a graduate student, Nick Barov (who has remained permanently at ANL), brought

the source out of mothballs, and by August 1 had obtained plasmas in excess of 10ld/cc in

density (as measured by voltage-swept probes), suitable for the initial experiments on the

AWA. With the aid of a collaborator at Fermilab, Saeed Assadi, we have initiated an

improved program for measuring the plasma density along the beam (longitudinal) axis,

using Langmuir probes which are mounted on fast actuators. In addition, we have

obtained from the University of Wisconsin Plasma Physics group most of the

components for a 140 GHz interferometry system. This system is now being

commissioned, and should allow us to calibrate the probes, and obtain integrated density

data along a number of arcs through the plasma.

Preparations for the installation of the plasma into the beamline have proceeded

on schedule. The plasma column has been tailored to be short (10 cm) by changing the

electrode positions and implementing a reentrant magnetic yoke. A new stand for the

plasma, source, as well as improved electrical safety measures, have been constructed. A

differential pumping system has been designed and components are being purchased.

Detailed calculations (see discussion below) of the tolerances on beam envelope

size at injection into the plasma of the beam transport have driven our design of the beam

matching section. Using TRACE 3-D, we have designed transport lines which allow

injeetion of very small beams into the plasma using both quadruples and solenoids. The

quads, which are available at Argonne, are a possibility, but with the high current and

relatively low energy (18 MeV) of the beam at this phase of the AWA commissioning,

achieving small, symmetric spot sizes will be challenging. Because of this, a large

solenoid has been designed, and is under construction. It should allow a small beam spot

at injection to the plasma, without the sensitivity of the quadruple transport.
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We have been coordinating with the ANL group on development of beam

diagnostics. ~ebulkof the beam energy spectmm attheexit of theplasmawillh

measured with phosphors at the focal plane of a broad-range magnetic spectrometer.

The high energy tail will be characterized by single wire ionization chambers obtained

from Fermilab. As the transverse phase space of the beam is also critical to accessing the

“blow-out” regime of the plasma wake-fields, we have developed a slit-based emittance

measurement system similar to that used successfully at UCLA. In addition, we are

developing an improved system which utilizes the streak camera at ANL to give the

transverse phase space as a function of longitudinal position in the bunch. The streak

camera will also be used to measure the time resolved beam size at plasma exit, as was

done in previous experiments at Argonne.

Theoretical Progress

Considerable effort has been expended by the PI and N. Barov in understanding

the physics of matching the beam to the plasma focusing, and the self-consistent

requirements for short pulse beam propagation in the underdense (blow-out) regime.

This effort entailed considerable development of computational tools, which consisted

mainly of hybrid codes, in which the nonlinear plasma electron response is modeled as a

cold fluid, and the beam is viewed as a thermally equilibrated Maxwell-Vlasov

distribution in our equilibrium calculations, and as a collection of macroparticles in our

time dependent studies.

These investigations led to a paper, accepted for publication in Physical Review

E, entitled “Propagation of Short Electron Pulses in Underdense Plasmas”. In it, we

discussed the requirements on phase-space density one needs for self-consistent short

pulse beam propagation in the underdense regime (the ANL experiment greatly exceeds

this requirement), beam matching (it is difficult), and adiabatic focusing (we intend to

measure this effect in later experiments).

While the problem of thermal, monopole stability of the beam-plasma system has

now been thoroughly explored, the difficult question of dipole instability (electron-hose

instability) in this short pulse system has not yet been addressed. We have just begun a

computational effort towards soiving this problem. We have a collaborator in this area,

Alexey Kanareykin of the St. Petersburg Institute of Electrical Engineering, who has

previously performed an analogous analysis for beam break-up in the dielectric wake-

field accelerator with W. Gai of Argonne.



We have also begun to use PARMELA to help us use the AWA laser pulse shaper

to give both a ramped beam for driving plasma wake-fields more efficiently, and to

generate a short range “witness beam”(less than 1 cm delay).
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Progress Report on DOE Contract DEFG03-93ER407%

TASK A: Experimental Investigation of Nonlinear Plasma Wake-fields

TASK B: Development of a Asymmetric Ernittance RF Photoinjector for IJnear

Collider Applications (OJI funded)

Personnel

The continuing personnel on this contract are the PI and a graduate studen~ Nick

Barov, who is permanently stationed at ANL working on the plasma wake-field

acceleration experiment. New members of the group include Eric Colby, a graduate

student who is fimded on another contract to work solely on the rf photoinjector project

and a post-doctoral scientist Manoel Conde, who woti on both tasks. Both are working

in collaboration with Fermilab and Argome, and are pemrianently based in Chicago.

Progress on Task A

The Argonne Wake-field Accelerator (AWA) facility has been successfully

commissioned this fall, with the help of the UCLA group on vacuum and instrumentation

work. The accelerator has produced bunched beams of up to 120 nC of charge, and 14

MeV of energy with full pulse lengths between 10 and 50 psec, and normalized

ernittances of less than 100 mm-mrad. The diagnosis of the pulse length was performed

with a technique developed at UCLA which uses Cerenkov light derived from a thin

quartz plate. Now that the beam has been characterized, the initial experiments on

plasma wake-field acceleration are beginning (the first run will be within two days of this

writing).

The hollow cathode arc plasma source is currently installed at the end of the

AWA, with its associated vacuum equipment and diagnostics. The plasma has been

characterized completely in the last year, by use of electrostatic probes, and a 140 GHz

microwave interferometry system whose components were partially obtained from the

University of Wisconsin Plasma Physics group. The plasma was found to have a very

uniform interelectrode longitudinal density profde (<10% variation) with densities

tunable between 5 x 1012and 1014/cc.This data was taken with the electrostatic probes,

which were calibrated by use of tie interferometer.

1



Becauseof the demands of matching the beam into the strong transverse focusing

of the plm and to avoid depleting the entire electron beam energy, the plasma column

has been tailored to be short (<10 cm), with fairly large anguhr acceptance of the

elwtrode “beam tubes”. A differential pumping system has been implemented which uses

two turbomolecular pumps to obtain a vacuum pressure recently meastmci to be 3 x 10-7

Torr at the end of the AWA linac. The large solenoid (2S cm in length, BXh5 T) used for

focusing the beam into the plasma has been constructed and installed on the beam line.

We have developed our beam diagnostics in collaboration with the ANL. The

bulk of the beam energy spectrum at the exit of the plasma is measured with a phosphor

screen/video system after a 60 degree bend in a round-pole magnetic spectrometer. The

Klgh energy tail is to be characterized by use of a 16 channel hodoscope obtained from

the Argonne HEP SSC equipment pool. The transverse beam si~ at the end of the

plasma is measured with picosecond resolution by imaging the optical transition radiation

emanating fkom a thin tantalum wall placed inside of the arc anode.

Initial measurements will concentrate on establishing the characteristics of the

blow-out regime of the plasma wake-field accelerato~ beam energy loss and acceleration,

as well as transverse conilnement of the drive beam. The obsenation of acceleration

requires that a weak “witness” beam be placed with a small delay (Q cm) behind the

center of the driving bunch. We use a reflector system for the photocathode drive laser

which delays a small COEof the laser pulse by the appropriate amount

Further measurements will be performed on a plasma shaped to provide an

adiabatic foeusing profde. The modifications of the plasma source necessary to achieve

this are presently under experimental development, Another near-term addition to the

experiment is the measurement of the emitted radiation spectrum horn the plasma. A

short wavelength monochrornator has been obtained which will initially be used to

measure the emission spectrum of the plasm% as a temperature and densi~ diagnostic. It

will then be used to measure the fast (<10 nsec) soft x-ray pulses which are expected to

be emitted by the plasma ions after they are excited by the relaxation of the multi-100

keV electron plasma wave.

Formal theoretical work in our group has been mainly restricted to the calc-

ulations necessary to support the experiment. We have been aided by J. KraU of NRL in

this regard, who has run 3-D PIC code simulations of the expected experimental

conditions. He has found that contrary to previous fears, the electron hose instability is

not of major concern for our experiment.
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Progress on Task B

This task, which is part of a collaboration with Fermilab and Argonne, is

concerned with the development of a novel type of rf photoinjector which can produce

asymmetric emittance, high charge pukes of electrons for use as a linear collider source.

In particular, a superconducting linear collider such as TESLA, with its xdaxed emittance

requinments, maybe able to use such a source for tit injection, bypassing the need for

an electron damping ring.

Much progress has been made in this task in the last year, on both the theoretical

and experimental fronts. The theoretical work can be divided into two categories:

analytical and computational. Important analytical results include solution of the

transverse equations of motion in an rf linac (with L. Serafhi of Univ. Milano),

development of an envelope based model for emittanee compensation (with L. Serafini

and E. Colby), and the theory of charge and wavelength scaling of rf photoinjector

dynamics (with E. Colby). All of these efforts have made a significant impact on the

theoretical understanding of beam phase space dynamics in high gradient accelerators in

general, and photoinjectors in particular. The scaling results merit special mention in this

regard, as they provide a prescription for taking optimized photoinjector designs and

creating new designs with different charge and/or wavelength with only trivial effort.

This is extremely importan~ as use of a scaled design can save months or even years of

design optimization using electromagnetic and particle simulation codes.

Computationally, there is much to report as well. A massive restructuring of

PARMELA was undertaken by E. Colby, to improve its ability to calculate three-

dimensional space charge fields, import arbitrary externally generated field maps, start-up

without numerical noise and diagnose the phase space of the electron beam. In addition,

parameter searches were made much faster and easier by using a parallel virtual machine

(PVM) developed by Colby, which allows over 40 workstations to run coincidentally.

While these steps were taken in order to solve the most difficult problem we face, that of

understanding emittance compensation in asymmetric beams, they have proven to be a

boon to other efforts as well.

The most notable of these is the design, in collaboration with Fermilab, of a high

duty cycle symmetric gun for use at the TESLA test facility (’ITT) at DESY (Hamburg).

This emittance compensated design was a great learning experience for our group, and

the demands of its dual use as a low charge and emittance injector for an x-ray FEL were

the stimulus which caused us to investigate the scaling characteristics of rf photoinjectors.

An additional challenge we have investigated is the compression of this beam 8.3 nC

3
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from over 12 to below 4 picosecond (rms) in Ienglh, to produce the >lkA beams needed

for lTF. Our design work in all areas has been adopted by the TT’Fcollaboration, and our

initial experimental test of it is viewed as the initial step in a phased projeet (a

collaboration involving Fermilab, UCLA, Univ. Roehester, Max-Bom-Institut Berlin

and Univ. Milano) to install a photoinjector at the lTF by mid 1997. The initial

experimental test of the symmetric device will take place at ANL in the next year. We

will be using the AWA bunker, rf system, uv photoeathode drive laser, and streak camera

in these experiments. We will undertake parametric studies of emittanee compensation,

and charge scaling, and pulse compression in the course of characterizing the

performance of the photoinjector, before the collaboration proceeds to the next stage.

We also have developed a time-resolved (picosecond), slit-based emittance measurement

system to examine the detailed phase space dynamics underlying emittance

compensation.

The preparations for the experiments have progressed well in the last few months.

A cold test model of the gun was fabricated at UCIA and tested at UCLA and Fermilab.

Wave-guide components, magnets, vacuum equipment and optical tables have been

ordered and are in the process of being delivered. The custom pieces such as the gun,

linac (which is a modifkd copper cold test model TESLA linac made by Fermilab) and

solenoid are in the shops at UCLA and Fermilab. M. Conde is coordinating the

implementation of equipment at the AWA with the Fermilab and UCLA efforts.

The asymmetric photoinjector design work has been slowed in the past half-year

by the symmetric photoinjector project. We have recently started a set of envelope model

calculations which should guide our PARMELA searches for emittance compensation.

PARMELA is being modified further for give improvements in the 3-D space charge

calculation and the phase space diagnostics.

It should be noted that much of the design and instrumentation work on this

project has been aided by the PI’s involvement with the UCLA photoinjector project.

This ikuitful cross-pollination of projeets and sharing of expertise should continue in the

future.

4
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Progress Report on DoE contract

“RF Photoinjector Based Accelerator Physics”

Prof. J. Rosenzweig, PI

The past year has brought much success to the physicists and students supported by this

contract. Breakthroughs were made in experiments at Argonne, Fermilab, and UCLA; theoretical

progress was considerable, with a much keener understanding of the beam physics issues we

face in our experiments being developed.

The investigation of plasma wake-field acceleration and focusing at Argonne, which is

the thesis work of UCLA student Nikolai Barov, has recently yielded quite good results. In the

current round of experiments, we have demonstrated, using a highly instrumented assembly in

the downstream end of the plasma, the self-consistent propagation of a short (capable of driving

large amplitude plasma waves) beam with a density over twice that of the ambient plasma. In

these experiments, the focusing of the drive beam was verified by time-resolved as well as

time-inte=g-sting imaging, and by the enhanced propagation of the beam through a narrow set of

slits just upstream of the imaging diagnostic. This represents an important demonstration in the

beam-plasma interaction and, along with previous measurements of the accelerating plasma

wake-fields driven by these types of beams, gives us contldence to move forward in our experiments.

More acceleration experiments are planned using the unique witness beam measurement technique

demonstrated in 1995 by the UCLA team at ANL.

The UCLA rf photoinjector laboratory, Satumus, a collaborative venture with C. Pellegrini,

has been also very productive. We have developed a deep expertise in the characterization of the

space-charge dominated beams produced by rf photoinjectors — single shot measurement of

charge, emittance, energy spread and pulse length are now routine. This expertise, along with a

high degree of confidence in our modeiiing of the beam dynamics, has allowed us to properly

match our over 100 A beam through a 60 cm undulator, and to measure, for the fnst time, the

startup from noise of a single pass free-electron laser, the self-amplified spontaneous emission



(SASE) regime. The SASE FEL is technology which should allow the generation of coherent

x-ray beams of unprecedented brightness, and is being pursued by an array of national and

international labs. The FEL mechanism is dependent on the rnicrobunching of the electron beam,

an effect which we can measure with a technique we are now developing, which utilizes the

spectrum of coherent transition radiation. This microbunching mechanism and its diagnosisare

to be employed in the new Neptune laboratory at UCLA, in order to provide for a high quality

injected beam for short wavelength beatwave acceleration experiments.

Returning to the Argome portion of the program, there is much progress to report on the

FNAIJUCLA advanced rf photoinjector development for the TESLA collaboration. The first

phase of this project, which will end in the installation of an rf photoinjector at the TESLA Test

Facility in DESY, was a full scale test at Argome, which utilized the AWA rf and photocathode

drive laser system. In this tes~ a low duty factor rf gun and linac we~ constructed, ~ong Witi a

fully instrumented beamline and a chicane compressor. A full set of experiments to characterize

the beams produced by this system were undertaken, giving the thesis data for UCLA student

Eric Colby.

This project has produced a number of useful spin-offs. We have undertaken a complete

study of the process of emittance compensation in axisymmetric beams, with the ultimate plan to

be able to generalize this technique to flat beams (OX>> OY). This study has produced a

computational, physical and, recently, an anal~tical understanding of the emittance compensation

process. The physical model developed is based on the envelope equation in the laminar flow

regime — a cold plasma model which allows arbitrary scaling of an optimized rf photoinjector

design with respect to charge and rf wavelength. This scaling has allowed the optimization of

high charge injectors like the TTF for low charge, low emittance operation for FEL applications.

Beyond the scaling work, we have, in collaboration with L. Serafiti of INFN-Milano, developed

a full theory of emittance oscillations and compensation in space-charge dominated, strongly

accelerating beams. This completes our understanding of the tf photoinjector at a fundamental

level — it is now possible to design an optimized rf photoinjector in a few days.



In addition, we have studied the magnetic compression of beams in some detail, and have

understood the scaling of this process with respect to charge and rf wavelength. This has

allowed us to take the TTF design and convert it to S-band (from L-band) application at the

Neptune lab, where we can use the very short pulse length beams produced by this process. The

use of a chicane compressor also phase locks the beam to the rf clock, thus simplifying the

timing synchronization problems of short wavelene@ accelerators.

For the future, there are two directions for our group: Neptune, and continued plasma

wake-field work at the Ferrnilab Test Facility. For the Neptune project, we are proposing

fhrther development of rf photoinjectors: a long (11.5 cell) integrated photoinjector in collaboration

with DULY Research in an SBIR funded effort. and the asymmetric rf photoinjector. The

direction of both projects has been brought to clarity by the recent advances in theory and

computation. In addition, we have been studying a promising new method of laser acceleration,

which can be tested at Neptune using the photoinjector and the high power, short pulse 10

micron MARS laser. In this side-injected, planar geometry scheme, very flat beams can be

accelerated. These have the advantage, as our recent theoretical and computational work indicate,

that the transverse wake-fields are mitigated. This allows a much more favorable scaling of

collective effects as we attempt to extend acceleration techniques to short wavelengths.

The Fermilab Test Facility is another byproduct of the TTF photoinjector project. A very

high duty cycle, normal conducting rf gun, a superconducting linac, and a chicane compressor,

form a photoinjector facility which can be used for advanced accelerator research. This facility

promises much brighter and shorter electron pukes, which are very closely matched to the

demands of the plasma wake-field accelerator drivers. In a recent proposal to the Fermilab

management (P&20) we have outlined a plan to extend our ANL results, and move to a demonstration

of stageability for collider applications.

plasma source equipment for this test.

3
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The previous year has seen a flurry of activity, due in large part to the completion of the
experimental program at the Saturnus laboratory in Knudsen Hall, and the move of major
Saturnus components into the new Neptune laboratory. Much of the work on this grant has been
performed in collaboration with Prof. Claudio Pellegrini, and in recognition of our increasingly
interdependent programs, the two DOE grants presently supporting us separately are to be joined
at the end of this funding cycle (Oct. 31). It is within the context of this program merging, as
well as the move to Neptune, which is a collaboration between Prof. C. Joshi of Elect. Eng., Prof.
Pellegrini and myself, that the activities of the last year can best be understood.

The accomplishments of the people supported by this grant can be divided into those
resulting from on-campus (Saturnus/Neptune), and off-campus activities. The on-campus program
can be further divided into experimental and theoreticticomputational activities. We begin by
describing the results of the on-campus experimental program. The significant accomplishments
include:
1) Performance of basic accelerator physics studies at the Saturnus photoinjector. In particular,
studies aimed at understanding the emittance compensation process in rf photoinjectors, with
sophisticated diagnostics development involved, were performed. Two studies of fundamental
processes in accelerators led to refereed publications: a study of ponderomotive focusing and
adiabatic damping of transverse particle motion in rf linacs (undertaken with a visiting student,
S. Reiche, from DESY), and picosecond bunch length measurements using coherent transition
radiation (CTR), performed in collaboration with U. Happek of Univ. Georgia, with UCLA
student A. Murokh.
2) First measurement of the startup from noise of a free-electron laser single-pass amplifier
(self-amplified spontaneous emission, or SASE). The FEL mechanism is seen as a potential
candidate for microbunching electron beams, allowing bunches to be injected into very short
wavelength advanced accelerators, such as the plasma beatwave accelerator (PBWA) at Neptune.
The measurements here, to be published in Physical Review Letters, emphasized the statistical
properties of the gain, were well diagnosed and analyzed, adding much to the FEL experimental
base at a time when the DOE is considering more investment in this area. A diagnostic based on
coherent transition radiation was developed to measure the rnicrobunching in this experiment,
but the gain was too small to observe the effect. The CTR diagnostic has been sent to LANL for
a next generation SASE FEL experiment, with the CTR measurements to be performed by
UCLA student A. Tremaine.
3) Commissioning of the photoinjector at Neptune (on-going), with associated upgrades and
development. Following the shutdown of the Saturnus injector after the SASE FEL experiment
on March 15, 1997, we took occupancy of the new space inside of a radiation bunker in the
Neptune Laboratory. Progress in this area has been significant
(a) The beamline and optical tables are installed, aligned and under vacuum.
(b) The rf distribution (wave-guide) system for the photoinjector has been redesigned, and is
undergoing final deployment at this time. A new modulator capable of driving 5.5 microsecond
pulses, needed in order to fill the plane-wave transformer (PWT) linac, is under construction. A
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new, more stable high voltage system has ken developed for the modulator.
(c) The new 1.625 cell rf photocathode gun (result of Prof. Pellegrini’s collaboration with SLAC
and BNL) has been delivered and will now be installed at Neptune.
(d) A bunch compressor, has been designed and simulated, with dipole and custom vacuum
vessel development ongoing. Advanced CTR phase-front splitting interferometer is now under
design to measure the (below 40 micron) bunch length from this device. The compressor is also
designed to allow high charge, short pulse creation for plasma wake-field acceleration experiments
at Neptune.
(e) A custom magnet fabrication lab, which produces small bore beamline quads, large bore
“final focus” quads for the Neptune PBWA experiment, and corrector “window pane” magnets,
in addition to compressor dipoles, has been operating at UCLA for nearly a year now. Magnets
higher in quality and lower in price than those commercially available are being produced.
(f) Upgrade of the data acquisition hardware (GPIB/CAMAC, Macintosh Power PC, PCI boards)
has been completed in anticipation of merging with the Mars laser in the Neptune lab. Software
has been upgraded to Labview 4. The video, magnet, and control cables are now installed,
running from the control room to the radiation bunker.
(g) The existing CPA-based picosecond laser system has been moved to Neptune and awaits
recommissioning. This system has been modified to allow easy change of pulse length (1-6
psec) and on-line single-shot autocorrelation measurements of this length. Also, a new all-diode
pumped Nd:YLF system which is designed to produce a much more stable picosecond output is
in the final stages of construction at Lightwave Electronics. UCLA post-dot H. Suk, and
student A. Tremaine, are performing final alignment and timing with Lightwave engineers.

Our efforts in theory and computation have also produced excellent results. With L.
Serafii, of INFN-Milano, we have developed a full analytical theory of space-charge emittance
compensation, which allowed nearly trivial design of an integrated rf photoinjector based on the
PWT. Previous work on scaling of photoinjector designs then resulted in an optimized design for
an X-band PWT photoinjector at the SLAC NLCTA. Additional work has been performed on
the role of space-charge in longitudinal dynamics in microbunched beams, and on emittance
compensation in flat-beam systems. Much effort has also gone into calculation of transverse
wake-field suppression in slab-symmetric systems with flat beams. This work allows the
consideration of scaling rf structures to short wavelength, while mitigating the prohibitive scaling
of transverse wake-fields in cylindrically symmetric structures. Experimental measurement of
this suppression effect is planned for Neptune.

Our computational efforts have mainly consisted of growing expertise in modem codes,
and application of these codes to our experimental designs and analyses. These codes include:
ITACA, a time-domain 2-D PIC code for photoinjector simulation written by Serafini; GdfidL, a
3-D frequency and time-domain electromagnetic field solver written by W. Bruns (TU-Berlin),
and our own upgraded version of PARMELA (maintained by UCLA student E. Colby), and
custom 2-D PIC and fluid codes for beam-plasma interaction simulations (written and maintained
by student N. Barov). We have used these codes to understand our bearrdine and rf designs for
Neptune and the new PWT injector (presently under development in collaboration with DULY
Research). Outstanding problems we plan to attack using these and more advanced codes
include flat beam rf guns, and space-charge effects in bends.
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The off-campus program at Argonne is centered on the problem of plasma wake-field
acceleration (PWFA) and focusing in the “blow-out” regime, which promises focusing and
accelerating fields of sufficiently high quality to yield negligible emittance growth and small
energy spreads in accelerating beams. In the last year we have performed experiments (led by N.
Barov) on the time-resolved focusing of an electron beam approximately matched to ion-column
focusing formed by the blow-out. The results of these experiments, which now give us confidence
to move on to the next round of PWFA experiments, will be published in Physical Review
Letters. The next round of experiments is now being performed at ANL, with N. Barov and A.
Murokh.

A series of studies on how to stage several modules of PWFA was performed last year in
collaboration with P. Colestock of FNAL. We proposed (FNAL P894, PI: J. Rosenzweig) to
perform advanced development in this area at the AOphotoinjector, which was developed by E.
Colby in collaboration with FNAL. It is envisioned that A. Murokh will switch to FNAL after
the ANL PWFA experiment to work on this program. We have already done much work in this
collaboration, owing to E. Colby’s presence at FNAL; we are now donating quads and steering
magnets, as well as a CTR interferometer, to the AO effort. Eventually, the UCLA plasma
wake-field equipment now at ANL will be transferred to FNAL.

Ph.D. students maduated this vear:

Eric Colby (employed at FNAL).
Gil Travish (INFN and NSF/NATO Fellowships, at INFN)
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